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Abstract—We propose OX, a runtime system that shields
applications from network congestion and failures, in shared
Cloud data centers. OX enables customers to deploy network
intensive data analytics frameworks within existing infrastruc-
tures, by protecting co-hosted QoS-constrained applications from
network interference and performance degradation. Moreover,
OX reduces application vulnerability to hardware failures, such as
rack power outages, for all applications. OX discovers application
topologies by monitoring network traffic among application
components (virtual machines), transparently. In addition, OX
allows application owners to specify groups of highly available
virtual machines, following component roles and replication
semantics. Based on this information, OX builds on-line topology
graphs for applications and incrementally partitions these graphs
across the infrastructure to optimize communication between
virtual machines and enforce availability constraints. We show
the benefits of OX in a realistic shared Cloud data center setting
using a mix of Hadoop and YCSB/Cassandra workloads.

I. INTRODUCTION

Large-scale virtualized data centers hosting many con-
current applications form the foundation for cloud comput-
ing. Current Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) clouds, such
as Amazon EC2 [1], rely on data centers holding tens to
hundreds of thousands of servers [2]. Servers are virtualized
using Xen [3] or VMware [4], and are shared by multiple
virtual machines (VMs); VMs host components of distributed
applications deployed by cloud tenants.

As data centers grow in size and complexity, hosted
applications become increasingly vulnerable to dynamically
occurring cloud infrastructure bottlenecks. In particular, the
network communication fabric in large-scale data centers is
notoriously hard to scale and manage [2]. Current data center
networks are built hierarchically, in a multi-tier architecture,
with servers organized into racks, and each server connected
to a rack-level switch, as shown in Figure 1. The servers in the
same rack can typically communicate at the full rate of their
interfaces, e.g., 1 Gbps. On the other hand, inter-rack links
are usually oversubscribed [2], creating potential performance
bottlenecks. Oversubscription factors of 10 on inter-rack links
are common, i.e., 4 Gbps of uplink for 40 servers in a rack.

The inter-rack network and other resource bottlenecks,
coupled with a need for robustness is a particularly acute
problem with modern network intensive workloads e.g., Map-
Reduce [5] workloads; such workloads require high network
performance from the cloud infrastructure. If they are deployed
in shared virtualized data centers, these workloads stress the
network interconnect, e.g., during the data shuffling phase in

MapReduce, and can detrimentally impact the performance
of co-hosted applications with stricter QoS guarantees, such
as, Web applications, creating network interference for these
applications on over-subscribed inter-rack links [2].

We note that, in general, to reduce the performance impact
caused by interference on oversubscribed inter-rack network
links, applications benefit from placement of their components
(VMs) within a rack. This placement is not always possible,
however, mainly due to high availability constraints of applica-
tions. Specifically, while robust to inter-rack network interfer-
ence, an application may now become too vulnerable to intra-
rack failures. For instance, application-level data replication
techniques would be ineffective in case of any rack-type failure
e.g., rack switch, or rack power unit failures, unless redundant
VMs (i.e., VMs storing same data replicas) are placed on
different racks. Statistics from Google [6] report approximately
20 rack unit failures (e.g., 40-80 servers disconnecting, with
1-6 hours to recover) during a one year period, for a data
center size in the 1000s of servers. By and large, racks are
considered a significant failure domain [7] when deploying
highly available distributed applications.

In this context, we present OX1, a novel VM manage-
ment framework that optimizes mapping to racks for applica-
tion components (VMs), incrementally and dynamically. OX
leverages VM communication patterns and application-level
semantic knowledge, i.e., availability constraints for redundant
VMs, to optimize placement and enhance resilience to network
interference for hosted applications, while shielding them from
failures within the data center. OX allows users to specify high-
level groups of highly available VMs without the need to ex-
pose the architecture of the underlying physical infrastructure
to applications. To discover each application’s topology, OX
monitors network traffic among its hosted VMs, transparently.
Based on each application’s traffic matrix and availability
requirements, OX builds per-application topology graphs. OX
then applies an incremental graph partitioning algorithm to
optimize placement decisions for each individual application,
and migrates VMs across server racks, accordingly. OX’s
partitioning algorithm proceeds from current application place-
ment configurations and gradually moves towards the final
placement. Assuming sufficient resources exist, OX evolves
towards a stable per-application VM to rack placement that
reduces application traffic on inter-rack links, while respecting
application high availability constraints.

Our placement optimization algorithm is simple, intu-

1As in ”strong as an ox”
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Fig. 1. Virtualized Data Center Architecture. The typical design uses racks
of compute virtualized servers and storage servers. Oversubscribed inter-rack
network leads to congestion.

itive, and lightweight. The novelty in the OX VM placement
algorithm is our focus on optimizing the inter-rack traffic
patterns incrementally, per-application VM, instead of for
all application traffic combined. Existing global optimization
solutions [19], [8] are not scalable, because finding cummu-
lative traffic optima may become computationally expensive
for large numbers of racks and VMs. Thus, compared to
existing global-optimization alternatives with the same dual
traffic and robustness optimization goals as ours [8], OX targets
algorithmic speed, stability and scalability to a large number
of racks and VMs.

To evaluate the benefits of OX, we construct realistic
scenarios with users instantiating and configuring VMs as
part of various modern distributed applications, i.e., Hadoop
and Cassandra. We show how OX optimizes VM placement
and shields applications from inter-rack network interference
effects. We also show that OX has better scalability than a
global optimization algorithm.

II. OX OVERVIEW

OX aims to (1) improve application resilience to network
interference caused by data analytics workloads, and (2)
uphold application availability when dealing with hardware
failures. To address the former, any two VMs that communicate
frequently are hosted on the same rack, as long as there
is no availability constraint between them and resources are
available within the rack. For the latter, redundant VMs are
placed on separate server racks, according to user-defined
availability constraints.

Users create VMs and configure them into application-level
clusters, e.g., Apache, Cassandra, MySQL, with various avail-
ability requirements. After performing an initial VM mapping,
OX incrementally optimizes the mapping to conform to dis-
covered application topologies and user-provided availability
constraints.

OX models VM placement optimization as an incremental
graph partitioning problem. Each distributed application is
represented as a graph. Graph vertices are application VMs,
while edges are defined based on communication patterns
and availability constraints between VMs. OX’s optimizer
periodically selects VMs for partition re-assignment as follows.
Each VM, which by its current placement either is involved
in more inter-partition traffic than intra-partition traffic, or
violates an availability constraint, is selected. The algorithm
then re-assigns the selected VMs to new partitions, in a greedy
fashion, based on the latest traffic and availability constraints.

Once a new logical application partition configuration is
determined, OX uses a partition-to-rack allocation algorithm to
decide physical partition placement onto racks. This allocation
algorithm aims to minimize VM migration costs, while also
considering available rack resources. Finally, OX completes
the allocation by live migrating VMs across racks. Migrations
are performed in parallel as long as they are disjoint, e.g.,
they do not incur traffic over the same rack switch. The end
result is rack co-location for communicating VMs susceptible
to network interference, with redundant VMs segregated across
distinct racks.

A. OX Interface

To define availability constraints among application VMs,
tenants can employ our high availability (HA) group abstrac-
tion. An HA group contains redundant VMs of an application,
i.e., VMs that implement a common function such as, the
primary and back up replicas of a database system. At the
infrastructure level, we consider a high availability group as a
unit of segregation. Thus, VMs that belong to an availability
group are more resilient to server or rack failures.

We also introduce the notion of a tenant-defined minimum
number of partitions per HA group. The default semantic-
aware placement policy, corresponding to a min-partitions
value of ∞, hosts each VM from an HA group on a distinct
rack, therefore, achieving full segregation. Tenants, however,
can specify lower values for the segregation degree in order to
create opportunities for OX to strengthen application resilience
to network interference effects. For instance, a min-partitions
of 2 instructs OX to split VMs across two racks only.

B. Local versus Global Optimality

OX is an incremental placement algorithm which considers
local traffic information, per-application, for specific VMs.
The reasons for taking this approach rather than a global
optimum approach considering global traffic patterns are as
follows. The global placement optimization problem is NP-
Hard, so expensive to compute. During the algorithm computa-
tion and VM migrations corresponding to a global adaptation,
dynamic changes on any link for any application may make
the previously computed optimal solution no longer optimal,
with possible instability in VM assignment. Thus, the previous
computations are not valid anymore, and the algorithm needs
to restart the computation according to the new situation.

With OX, we optimize the placement incrementally, per-
application VM - as long as intra-rack traffic is higher than
inter-rack traffic for the VMs of an application, and avail-
ability constraints don’t change, the VM assignment is stable.
Optimizing per-application traffic automatically optimizes the
traffic patterns overall, since after optimization, for each ap-
plication, the inter-rack traffic will be lower than intra-rack
traffic.

In the following, we describe the components of OX and
the interface it offers for accessing data center resources.

III. OPTIMIZING PLACEMENT

A. Initial VM Placement

At the infrastructure level, the placement of new VMs
is done based on resource availability, and complies with
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availability constraints specified by tenants at VM instantiation
time. In addition, VMs are initially placed in the proximity of
other VMs of the same application.

OX, then, periodically reorganizes application VMs across
server racks according to application dynamic changes to
reduce exposure to network interference effects, and to satisfy
availability requirements.

B. Applications as Graphs

Communication Graphs: OX discovers application topolo-
gies at the infrastructure level by monitoring VM network
traffic. We employ a number of open source tools to gather
and analyze traffic statistics in real-time, using the NetFlow
interface (described in Section IV).

Based on the latest statistics, a traffic analyzer daemon
generates application topologies as undirected traffic graphs.
For each graph, vertices are VMs composing the application.
An edge exists between two vertices if the two corresponding
VMs exchanged traffic recently. The weight of each edge is
the traffic magnitude between its corresponding VMs. To deal
with bursty traffic and noise, OX computes per-link traffic
magnitude as the moving median of traffic patterns over the
latest several intervals (currently 5).

In the following, TG = (V, TE) denotes the traffic graph,
where VMi is vertex Vi and edge TEij = (Vi,Vj) is shared by
two communicating VMs.

Availability Constraint Graphs: OX uses tenant-defined
availability constraints to construct application constraint
undirected graphs. Vertices are application VMs and edges
are defined based on high availability group specifications.
Namely, for an HA group with full segregation, an edge exists
between any two VM instances in the availability group. For
lower segregation degrees, OX splits clusters of VMs across
racks, according to the degree; an edge in the constraint graph
exists between any two VMs in different clusters.

Following, we use CG = (V, CE) to represent the constraint
graph, where VMi is vertex Vi and a constraint between VMi

and VMj is defined by edge CEij = (Vi,Vj).

C. Logical Partitioning

OX models application placement optimization as an
incremental graph partitioning problem based on the current
partition (placement) configuration, P, the traffic graph, TG,
and the constraint graph, CG. OX employs an approximation
algorithm structured into two phases. In De-assigning phase,
OX uses P, TG, and CG, to verify, for every VM, whether
there are any violated availability constraints or better
placement opportunities in terms of network traffic. VMs
that require placement optimizations are logically removed
from P. Re-assigning phase improves partition composition
by re-integrating the de-assigned VMs, in a greedy fashion,
according to TG and CG. The output is the new partition
configuration.

De-assigning VMs: For each application VM, Vi, let
Pa ∈ P, such that Vi ∈ Pa – i.e., Vi is currently assigned to
partition Pa. Availability constraints are violated when VMs

in the same partition are part of the same HA group. Thus, if
there exists an edge in CG from Vi to Vj , with Vj ∈ Pa, Vi

and Vj are marked for removal from Pa.

Changes in communication patterns among application
VMs can also give rise to opportunities for improved place-
ment. To discern these opportunities, OX computes a per-
VM inter to intra-partition traffic ratio, for every VM not
yet marked for removal. For Vi ∈ Pa, intra-partition traffic is
traffic within a rack between Vi and the other VMs in Pa. Intra-
partition traffic is derived by summing up network bandwidth
values of edges (Vi, Vj) in TG, where Vj ∈ Pa. Inter-partition
traffic represents non-constrained traffic between Vi and VMs
from partitions other than Pa, i.e., other racks.

OX uses inter to intra-partition traffic ratios when deciding
to de-assign VMs from P. Specifically, for Vi ∈ Pa, Vi is
de-assigned if for any other partition Pb, Vi exchanges more
expensive inter-rack traffic with VMs in Pb than intra-rack
traffic with VMs in Pa.

All VMs taken out of current assignment due to either
violated availability constraints, or changes in network traffic
patterns, are temporarily removed from P. In the following,
we use D to denote this set of de-assigned VMs.

Re-assigning VMs: New logical partition composition
is constructed by re-integrating the VMs from D, in a greedy
fashion, based on TG and CG. Re-integration is performed
iteratively, by growing partitions with de-assigned VMs in
decreasing order of traffic magnitude. Moreover, a partition
grows with VMs that have no availability constraints with
current partition nodes.

First, for the VMs that are still in P, OX aggregates edges
to VMs in D. That is, given Pa in P and Vi in D, OX replaces
all traffic edges from Vi to VMs in Pa with a single edge; this
edge is weighted with the sum of all respective edge weights.
Edges with at least one end (VM) in D are then sorted in
decreasing order of weights (bandwidth) and added to a queue,
Q. At each iteration, the algorithm considers the highest edge
in Q, TEmax = (Vi, Vj), for expansion. If Vi and Vj are both in
D, they are assigned to a new partition Pb. Otherwise, if Vi (or
Vj) represents a partition Pa, Vj (or Vi) is assigned to Pa, if
the respective VM has no availability constraints with VMs in
Pa. Lastly, if both Vi and Vj represent intermediate partitions
Pa and Pb, respectively, the two partitions are merged only
if there are no constraints between them. Upon re-integration
into a partition, a VM is removed from D. Analyzed edges are
removed from Q, while weights of remaining edges in Q are
updated accordingly.

The iterative loop finishes when Q is empty or when the
algorithm was not able to grow a partition in the current
iteration, due to availability constraints.

D. Physical Placement

Based on new logical partition configurations, OX reshuf-
fles application VMs across racks such that partitions are
segregated and all VMs in a partition are hosted on the same
rack. In the common case, where resources within each rack
are plentiful, partitions are allocated to racks based on minimal
VM migration costs. In case of resource restrictions within
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racks, e.g., memory, OX prioritizes application optimizations
that give the most benefits, while balancing per-rack resource
usage. In all cases, OX finalizes the reshuffling process by
migrating VMs according to the partition-to-rack allocation.

K-means Global Optimization Algorithm for Comparison
OX’s algorithm does not consider global network traffic while
making migration decisions for individual VMs. For compar-
ison purposes, we also implemented a global optimum algo-
rithm, which iterates during taking VM migration decisions
until convergence while taking into consideration the overall
traffic pattern of the cluster. In this implementation, similar to
OX, first the problem is mapped to a graph and then it is solved
by partitioning the resulted graph into different parts. The
partitioning is done by using a modified version of constraint
based K-means clustering [9], [10]. The algorithm binds nodes
(VMs) of the given graph to K partitions (racks) to minimize
the total weight of cross-partition edges (inter rack traffic). In
addition, constraints due to application availability needs must
also be satisfied.

The algorithm (shown in figure 1) uses current placement
of VMs in racks as initial partitioning and sorts VMs according
to their total inter rack traffic. Then, at each iteration, starting
from the head of the sorted list, if the VM is either marked
for reassignment or it violates some constraints, it is migrated
to the closest rack which doesn’t violate any constraints with
former VMs. After this migration, the inter and intra rack
traffic of all VM’s are updated according to the new placement
and the iteration continues with the next VM in the list.
The algorithm converges when placement of all VMs in all
partitions remain unchanged for two successive iterations. The
distance between a VM v and a rack r is calculated by using
the eq. 1 where vi are VMs in the rack r.

dv,r =
1

∑

vi in r

traffic between v and vi
(1)

IV. PROTOTYPE

We implemented a prototype of OX as a set of extensions
to an in-house VM management framework.

A. Data Center Management Software

Our management software allows tenants to get access to
resources, by instantiating VMs, creating storage volumes, and
defining VM availability constraints. Our framework consists
of: (1) agents running on each virtualized server, handling
requests, (2) a storage server maintaining metadata about VM
instances, images, volumes, and high availability groups, and
exporting root filesystem images and remote storage volumes,
and (3) a DHCP server assigning IP addresses dynamically to
VMs.

In order to gather and analyze traffic statistics in real-
time, virtualized servers run Open vSwitch [11]. Each virtual
switch exports flows to a central collector, periodically, using
the NetFlow interface. The collector is deployed in a VM on
the infrastructure and is based on the flow-tools package [12].
Based on the latest statistics, the traffic analyzer generates
application topologies and forwards this information to the
optimization component, which runs the graph (re-)partitioning
algorithm.

Algorithm 1: K-means Global Optimization Algorithm

foreach VM v in cluster do
Store v’s current rack;
Calculate v’s cumulative inter rack traffic;

Sort VMs descendingly based on their total inter rack traffic;
while placement of some VMs changed in last iteration do

foreach VM v in cluster do
foreach rack r in cluster do

Calculate the distance between v and r (dv,r in
eq. 1);
Add r to v’s rack preference list;

Sort all racks in v’s rack list ascendingly based on
their distances from v;
if v’s inter rack traffic > its intra rack traffic then

Mark v for reassignment

foreach VM v in sorted VM list do
if v is marked or its placement violates some
constraints then

Find the first rack r in v’s preference list which
satisfies all constraints with previous VMs;
Set r as v’s new rack;
Update all VMs inter and intra rack traffics;

foreach VM v in cluster do
if v’s new rack is different from its current rack then

Migrate v to its current rack;

V. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the benefits OX provides to
applications running in a shared data center. We construct
an experimental small-scale scenario with tenants instantiating
VMs as part of various popular applications, i.e., Hadoop and
Cassandra. Tenants specify availability constraints both at VM
instantiation time and VM runtime.

With two case studies, we show how OX shields appli-
cations from Hadoop-induced inter-rack network interference
effects, and rack-level failures, through smart VM place-
ment/migration operations. Finally, we compare local (OX)
versus global (K-means) optimization algorithms in large scale
simulations with up to 50000 VMs.

A. Testbed

Infrastructure: Our evaluation infrastructure consists of three
racks, each composed of ten virtualized servers and a rack
switch. Table I lists hardware specifications.

TABLE I. HARDWARE SPECIFICATIONS.

Network 1Gbps links; inter-rack oversubscribed by 10

Switches Extreme Networks Summit 400-48t

Servers Dell PowerEdge SC1450 / Xen 3.4.3

Benchmarks: HADOOP – We use Apache Hadoop 0.21.0
distribution based on HDFS and MapReduce [13]. As Hadoop
workload, we use the sort benchmark [14] on a 10GB random
dataset. We create img-hadoop based on the Hadoop software
for tenants to instantiate VMs running Hadoop.

YCSB-Cassandra – YCSB [15] is a framework for evaluating
different cloud database systems. A cloud database is typically
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a scalable key-value store, such as Amazon?s Dynamo [16] or
Cassandra [17].

YCSB targets serving systems, which provide online read-
/write access to data. That is, a web user is waiting for a
web page to load, and reads and writes to the database are
carried out as part of the page construction and delivery. To
evaluate OX, we use Cassandra as database and we configure
YCSB clients to run read-intensive workloads. We create two
images, img-ycsb and img-cassandra, based on the YCSB 0.1.2
and Cassandra 0.6.4 releases, respectively. Table II lists per-
application resource specifications.

TABLE II. APPLICATION RESOURCE SPECIFICATIONS.

App/Specs VM (RAM / CPUs) Volume (type / size)
Hadoop 3GB / 3 Local / 20GB
YCSB 512MB / 2
Cassandra 1GB / 2 Remote / 1GB

B. Experimental Case Study 1: Network Interference

We construct a realistic experimental scenario to illustrate
how OX protects tenant applications from congestion on
oversubscribed inter-rack links. We use two racks to host two
web applications and a Hadoop platform.

Web Applications: Tenant1 deploys a YCSB-Cassandra appli-
cation, app1, composed of two YCSB VMs, a1:y1 and a1:y2,
and two Cassandra VMs, a1:c1 and a1:c2. The Cassandra tier
employs 2-way replication, and the tenants require the tier to
be highly available. The tenant creates an HA group, ha-c1,
and starts a1:c1 and a1:c2, as members of ha-c1. YCSB clients
a1:y1 and a1:y2 are instantiated with no availability constraints.
Later on, while app1 is running, tenant1 decides to create an
HA group for the YCSB tier, ha-y1, to increase tier availability.
He then adds a1:y1 and a1:y2 to ha-y1. This is an example of
a dynamic change in availability constraints.

Tenant2 also deploys a YCSB-Cassandra application, app2,
composed of two YCSB VMs and two Cassandra VMs. He
creates two HA groups with full segregation, ha-y2 for YCSB
and ha-c2 for Cassandra. The YCSB VMs, a2:y1 and a2:y2,
are started as part of ha-y2, and the Cassandra VMs, a2:c1 and
a2:c2, as part of ha-c2.

Hadoop: Tenant3 starts a Hadoop application, app3, composed
of ten Hadoop VMs, a3:h1 ... a3:h10. Tenant3 wants to
configure HDFS with a replication degree of 3 – that is, each
data block is replicated on 3 Hadoop VMs. Moreover, the
tenant requires at least 2 replicas to be separate. With OX,
he creates an HA group, ha-h1, with min-partitions 2. Then,
he instantiates the ten Hadoop VMs as part of ha-h1. At the
infrastructure level, the above availability requirements ensure
that the Hadoop VMs are balanced across the two racks. A
common replica placement policy employed by HDFS, rack-
aware, makes use of VM location information. Hence, the
tenant queries OX for logical VM locations and uses this
information when configuring HDFS.

Figure 2(a) shows the interference effect when running the
two Web applications for 25 minutes and starting the Hadoop
sort job at the 17-minute time mark (the throughput of the two
Web applications is about the same, so only one of them is
shown, for clarity). The two Web applications do not interfere
significantly with each other in the absence of the Hadoop
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(b) Hadoop Inter-Rack Traffic. Hadoop job stresses the inter-
rack network link, mainly during the shuffle & reduce phase.

Fig. 2. Web application + Hadoop. We show a web application and Hadoop
sharing the infrastructure. Hadoop causes network congestion and impacts the
web application severely.

sort, but compete with Hadoop for the oversubscribed inter-
rack network bandwidth. As the Hadoop job has substan-
tial bandwidth requirements, the Hadoop traffic impacts the
throughput of each web application. The drop in throughput is
more pronounced during the reduce phase. This is expected,
as the data shuffling process exchanges the entire 10GB data
set among Hadoop nodes, stressing the network interconnect.

To better understand the network interference caused by
the Hadoop sort job, in Figure 2(b) we plot the inter-rack
network bandwidth consumed by Hadoop. The horizontal axis
in Figure 2(b) can be matched against Figure 2(a). During
the map phase of sort, the bandwidth has sporadic jumps
towards 800Mbps. However, during the shuffle & reduce phase
(after minute 17), the Hadoop bandwidth is constantly in the
800Mbps range, causing a corresponding sharp interference
effect for the concurrent web application(s) (shown in Fig-
ure 2(a)).

Figure 3 shows app1 and app2 throughput numbers for an
interval of 45 minutes, with OX optimized placement. Around
the 5-minute time mark, OX executes three VM live migrations
sequentially, to optimize VM placement. Each VM migration
has a slight impact on application performance. At the 25-
minute time mark, tenant3 starts a Hadoop sort job on the
10GB data set. As in Figure 2(a), all applications now compete
for the oversubscribed inter-rack network bandwidth. However,
with OX, interference is substantially reduced. app1 and app2

experience only a small drop in throughput due to the inter-
rack traffic between the Cassandra VMs.

Thus, OX enhanced robustness of hosted applications, by
shielding them from unpredictable interference effects, while
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Fig. 3. OX VM placement. app1 – YCSB-Cassandra, app2 – YCSB-
Cassandra, and app3 – Hadoop, running concurrently on the shared
infrastructure. OX optimizes placement for app1 and app2 by live migrating
VMs according to availability constraints and communication patterns. As a
result, network interference effects caused by app3 (Hadoop) are minimized.

adhering to tenant-defined HA constraints.

C. Experimental Case Study 2: Rack-level Failure

In the second scenario, we show how OX protects
applications from rack-level failures, such as a power outage
taking offline an entire rack. We use three racks to host two
YCSB-Cassandra applications. We evaluate OX against a
traffic-aware only VM placement approach.

Web Applications: A tenant deploys two identical YCSB-
Cassandra applications, each composed of three YCSB VMs,
y1, y2, y3, and three Cassandra VMs, c1, c2, c3. The Cassandra
tier employs 2-way replication based on chained declustering.
In addition, the tier supports various levels of consistency
models – strong consistency or eventual consistency, to ensure
availability when dealing with component failures. Thus, the
tenant creates three HA groups per-application, one for each
pair of Cassandra VMs, to achieve VM segregation.

OX vs. Traffic-Aware: The two identical YCSB-Cassandra
tenant applications are hosted on the infrastructure according
to different placement policies as follows. For the first
application, appox, VMs are placed using OX, according to
communication patterns and availability constraints. For the
second application, appta, we employ a traffic-aware only
VM placement policy that ignores availability requirements.

The optimal partition configuration generated by OX for
appox consists of three partitions: (y1, c1), (y2, c2), (y3,
c3). Consequently, with OX, application VMs are segregated
across the three racks. In contrast, the traffic-aware policy
prioritizes co-locating all VMs of appta on a single rack, rack1,
as all VMs communicate frequently and this policy ignores
availability constraints.

In Figure 4 we illustrate throughput numbers for the
two YCSB-Cassandra applications, during an interval of 20
minutes. For the first 12 minutes, applications report a similar
performance. At the 12-minute time mark, we cause a power
outage that fails the entire rack1. As expected, the application
hosted using the traffic-aware only policy, appta, becomes
completely unavailable. With OX, however, appox loses only a
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Fig. 4. Rack Failure Scenario. We show throughput numbers for two
identical YCSB-Cassandra applications placed using different policies –
OX (traffic & semantic-aware) and traffic-aware only, respectively. At the
12-minute time mark, a rack-level power outage takes down the entire
”traffic-aware only” application.
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third of its VMs and incurs just a small drop in performance,
with no impact on overall application availability.

Therefore, by placing VMs according to communication
patterns and availability constraints, OX protected the applica-
tion from unpredictable rack-level failures.

D. Large Scale Simulation

In order to study the scalability of OX and compare OX
with the K-means algorithm, we set up a number of large-scale
simulations with up to 50 racks, each rack containing 1000
VMs. We use scripts to generate user defined availability con-
straints as well as network traffic. Simulation results indicate
that even though the K-means algorithm exploits global net-
work information it reduces the average number of migrations
only by 8.7% (fig. 5). Moreover, this reduction comes at the
cost of 3.2% higher average inter rack traffic (fig. 6). More
importantly, the K-means algorithm takes several minutes to
run and it doesn’t scale well to more than 50000 VMs. In
contrast, by considering VM placement individually, regardless
of the cluster size and global network communication patterns,
OX’s greedy algorithm runs in a few seconds, hence has much
better scalability.

VI. RELATED WORK

A number of recent efforts proposed higher density inter-
connect architectures using commodity components to decon-
gest data center networks [2][18]. These architectures claim
high bandwidth connectivity between any two servers in a data
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Fig. 6. Inter rack traffic in OX and K-means algorithms

center. However, they require significant architectural changes
and incur high management/deployment costs. Our approach,
OX, is a low-cost scalable solution that shields applications
from network interference on oversubscribed network links.

VM placement based on traffic patterns has been sug-
gested as a method to address network bottlenecks in data
centers [19], [8]. However, proposed solutions usually min-
imize a data center wide objective function in isolation of
the current VM placement. In large-scale data centers these
global solutions are not scalable. In contrast, OX incrementally
re-partitions applications, and progresses toward an optimal
placement, by minimizing the network disruption due to VM
migrations. Moreover, as proposed solutions are oblivious to
application semantics, naive implementations increase applica-
tion vulnerability to internal data center hardware failures.

Edge-based solutions for achieving performance isolation
in shared data center networks, e.g., Seawall [20], control
network traffic end-to-end according to per-VM policies. OX
moves traffic away from inter-rack links to within racks,
thereby increasing overall data center network utility. Fur-
thermore, these solutions complement OX, as they can be
employed to address constrained inter-rack network traffic
among redundant VMs.

Live VM migration [21] has been proposed to alleviate
overload [22], or colocate VMs for memory affinity [23]. We
leverage it to protect applications from network interference
effects caused by data analytics frameworks, and to provide
high availability guarantees.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We introduce OX, a runtime system that targets on-the-
fly virtual machine placement optimizations for enhanced
application robustness to network congestion and failures, in
shared data centers. With OX, customers can deploy network
intensive data analytics frameworks, such as MapReduce,
within existing infrastructures, with low performance impact
on concurrent QoS-constrained applications. Moreover, OX
reduces application vulnerability to within-rack failures caused
by faulty servers, rack switches, or rack power units, for all
applications.

OX discovers per-application inter-VM communication
patterns on the fly. In addition, OX provides an interface for
tenants to specify application-level availability requirements,
following application VM redundancy semantics. OX uses
this information to dynamically implement VM placement
optimizations in order to enforce application availability con-
straints and reduce and/or alleviate application exposure to
network bottlenecks. Specifically, OX builds on-line topology
graphs, one per application and automatically partitions these

graphs in an incremental fashion, according to application
communication patterns and availability constraints. OX then
performs live VM migrations based on the partitioned graph
for each application.

We validated OX using a mix of Hadoop and YCSB/-
Cassandra workloads to create dynamic scenarios of network
interference and availability constraints. Our results show that
OX reduces performance impact to Hadoop-induced inter-rack
network interference, and shields applications from rack-level
failures.
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